Chesley Sullenberger faced a critical decision. Three minutes into its ascent from New York's LaGuardia Airport, US Airways Flight 1549 had struck a flock of geese, resulting in an immediate and complete loss of thrust from both engines. Losing altitude quickly, Captain Sullenberger was confronted with two unnerving options: risk further flight over dense urban ground to a nearby airfield in New Jersey, or attempt an unpowered ditching into the waters of the Hudson River below. He had available multiple sources of information-sensor readings, air traffic control transmissions, his own considerable experience-but precious little time. How our brains quickly transform such diverse information into a single choice is the focus of considerable study in neuroscience. In PNAS, Towal et al.
At 3:27 PM on January 15, 2009, Captain Chesley Sullenberger faced a critical decision. Three minutes into its ascent from New York's LaGuardia Airport, US Airways Flight 1549 had struck a flock of geese, resulting in an immediate and complete loss of thrust from both engines. Losing altitude quickly, Captain Sullenberger was confronted with two unnerving options: risk further flight over dense urban ground to a nearby airfield in New Jersey, or attempt an unpowered ditching into the waters of the Hudson River below. He had available multiple sources of information-sensor readings, air traffic control transmissions, his own considerable experience-but precious little time. How our brains quickly transform such diverse information into a single choice is the focus of considerable study in neuroscience. In PNAS, Towal et al.
(1) reveal the dynamic process by which human choosers combine two possible sources of information, visual salience and goal valuation, during the decision process.
The temporal dynamics of decision-making have been widely characterized by a class of processes known as sequential sampling models (2, 3). In such models, the decision process integrates noisy information by repeated sampling over time, and a decision is reached when the accumulated information reaches a threshold. Various implementations differ in specific details, for example using individual option-specific accumulators or a single accumulator representing net evidence, but the common goal is to predict both the accuracy and timing of choices.
The appeal of sequential sampling models is threefold. First, such models provide a robust fit to empirical choice and reactiontime data, most prominently in binary perceptual decision tasks and for short decision times. Second, under certain assumptions, these models approximate the optimal solution to decisions with accuracy and time constraints, providing a quantitative framework for understanding based in statistical decision theory (2-4). Third, electrophysiological studies have identified neural activity consistent with evidence integration in frontal, parietal, and subcortical circuits, suggesting that bounded accumulation characterizes neural as well as psychological decision processes (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) .
Traditional sequential sampling models integrate the specific sensory quantity required for a given decision, such as the net motion information of a noisy moving-dot stimulus in a direction discrimination task. However, real-world choices, like the one facing Captain Sullenberger, often involve multiple streams of information, encompassing both sensory stimuli and nonsensory sources like memory. A central tenet of decision theory is that all relevant information is integrated into a single decision variable (10, 11) , a quantity referred to as value and closely related to the economic notion of utility. A large body of theoretical and empirical work has examined value-based choices in psychology and economics, largely apart from the perceptual decision-making literature. However, in the past few decades neurophysiological experiments have identi- Choice is a product of two parallel sequential sampling processes, each comprising individual accumulators for each possible option. The fixation process accumulates a quantity dependent on both salience and value and determines the location of the next visual fixation (F1 to F2). The decision process accumulates only value, weighted in a manner that favors the option currently under fixation (gray shading). Blue lines represent the evolution of accumulated fixation or decision evidence over time; the next fixation or choice occurs when a fixed threshold (dashed line) is reached. For this figure, schematic salience information is calculated using a Graph-Based Visual Saliency algorithm (21).
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fied extensive value modulation in the sensory and motor brain circuits underlying perceptual discrimination (12, 13) , raising the possibility of a single framework unifying sensory and economic choice. Recent findings that accumulator dynamics may also govern economic decisions take a step toward this unification (14, 15) . In human subjects choosing between images of snack foods, a value-based accumulator robustly explains choice and reaction-time patterns. Critically, the integration process is gaze-dependent: accumulation toward a given option is faster when the subject foveates its image. Thus, choices are a product of both value information (derived from subject-specific liking ratings) and the pattern of visual fixation, an indicator of overt attention. These results suggest that gaze control biases an underlying value-based accumulator, but leave a crucial question unanswered: What determines the control of gaze?
To explain both fixation patterns and gazedependent choice, Towal et al. (1) construct and test a unique two-stage sequential sampling model in human multialternative decision-making (Fig. 1) . As in previous work, the decision process is modeled as a gaze-modulated value accumulator. To model the gaze process, the authors exploit an extensive existing literature on the bottom-up control of attention by stimulus features, such as intensity, color, and orientation (16) . Specifically, Towal et al. use a computational algorithm to calculate each item's visual salience, a measure of overall conspicuity across all feature dimensions. These salience quantities drive individual optionspecific accumulators, where threshold crossing initiates a change in visual fixation to the winning option. Because attention is known to be also under top-down, voluntary control (17), the model incorporates an additional value input to the fixation accumulators, making more valuable options more likely to be viewed. Using only perceptual properties of the visual stimuli and subject-specific valuations as input, this parallel accumulation model robustly explains both the pattern of visual fixations and choices of human choosers.
This work by Towal et al. (1) integrates perceptual and economic choice into a single powerful framework, and raises important questions about the precise nature of valuation and decision-making. Although sequential sampling models provide a mathematical description of behavior, the underlying neural mechanism remains unknown. Influential biophysical (18) and connectionist (19) models posit that information accumulation may arise from the recurrent nature of cortical Towal et al. suggest a potential rethinking of the very notion of value.
circuits, possibly via network attractor dynamics. Consistent with a cortical location for accumulator processes, electrophysiological and neuroimaging data link perceptual discrimination to visually responsive cortices, such as the lateral intraparietal area and frontal eye fields, and economic decisions to nonsensory regions, including the orbitofrontal cortex and ventromedial prefrontal cortex. However, the neural computations driving different domains of choice may not be isolated to specific circuits; extensive functional connections exist between these regions, suggesting that both perceptual and economic decision processes may occur in a coordinated manner across multiple brain areas (20) . The anatomical location, relative timing, and separability of the dual accumulation processes and their implementation in neural circuitry are thus critical targets for further research.
Ultimately, studies like that of Towal et al.
(1) suggest a potential rethinking of the very notion of value. Economic value reflects the preferences of the chooser as defined by observed choices, incorporating the effect of any and all option attributes that influence choice behavior. In this study, the values assigned by subjects to individual options were insufficient to fully explain choice. The finding that seemingly irrelevant features, such as visual salience, nonetheless affect economic decisions via attentional capture (1, 14, 15) suggests that the biological valuation process is adaptive and flexible. Rather than accessing predetermined quantities associated concretely with options, the valuation process may be dynamic and context-dependent, reflecting particulars, such as details of presentation or configuration of the choice set. Characterizing the dynamic nature of valuation and decision-making will be key to understanding how optimal choices-like the successful water landing of Captain Sullenberger-are made.
